





An Analysis of Demonstratives in Japanese and Chinese： 
A Comparison of Japanese “A” and Chinese “Zhe” and “Na”  






Japanese has three demonstratives: the Ko-series, the So-series and the A-series. 
Chinese has two: Zhe and Na. This paper considers some cases of how these systems 
relate to each other in conversations. The A-series are used to denote information held 
in common between a speaker and a listener, whereas in Chinese commonly-held 
information is denoted with Zhe and Na. The A-series are used even in the absence of 
a clear referent; for example, the referent may only exist in memory. This use is termed 
“memory demonstratives.”  In Chinese, Na is used to indicate information that exists 
outside the territory of the speaker and the listener. Zhe is used if that information is 
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